0. INTRODUCTION. In this article we provide an explanation for the behavior of the English category-changing affix en, focusing our attention on its affixation to adjectives. The behavior was observed by traditional grammarians, including Jespersen, but has received little attention within the generative phonological framework. We want to pose and answer three questions concerning its behavior, adopting as a basis of our analysis the framework proposed by Halle and Mohanan 1985 (hereafter H&M) , a version of the theory of Lexical Phonology.
(1) a. Which stratum does en belong to in the lexicon? b. Is en basically a prefix or a suffix? c. Why does assimilation not take place when en is followed by stems beginning with the liquids /l/ and /r/, while assimilation does take place when it is followed by those beginning with the bilabials /m/ and /b/?
*This paper is a revised version of a joint presentation made by the authors at the Seventh Annual Meeting of the Tsukuba English Linguistic Society on November 8, 1986. We are very grateful to the following people for their invaluable comments and criticisms: Minoru Nakau, Shosuke Haraguchi, Takeru Honma, and Shin-ichi Tanaka.
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Question 1a is a theory-internal one; it arises only within the theory of Lexical Phonology (in this article, the framework proposed by H&M). Based on the fact that en shows characteristics typical of class I affixes, we argue that it is a class I affix and thus belongs to stratum 1. As for question 1b, we conclude on the basis of Williams's Righthand Head Rule that en is basically a suffix. The apparent problems that arise from the conclusion, such as the fact that en functions as a prefix in certain phonologi- 
H&M assume that there are four ordered strata (or levels) in the lexicon and that each morphological process and each application of phonological rules take place at a designated stratum. Since one of our present concerns is to determine which stratum the derivational affix en belongs to, the last two strata are irrelevant, so that we focus our attention on strata 1 and 2. The derivation of lexical items goes in the fixed order as indicated by the arrows. The class I derivation must take place before class II derivation. It follows from this ordering that class I affixes (like -ity) may not be attached to stems which contain class II affixes (like-ed)
The distinction between cyclicity and non-cyclicity is represented in terms of the difference in the relation between morphology and phonology. At stratum 1, which is cyclic, the relation is reciprocal: A constituent which has undergone the application of a morphological process is an input to phonology, which, in turn, is a potential input to morphology after the application of the phonological rules. On the other hand, at stratum 2, which is non-cyclic, the relation is not reciprocal: All the morphological processes apply before the application of the phonological rules. Notice further that stratum 1, which is cyclic, is constrained by the Strict Cyclicity Condition, which restricts structure-changing processes to derived environments.2 This is a rough sketch of the framework. See H&M for further details.
We also follow McCarthy 1986 and Halle and Vergnaud 1987 in that a morpheme is to be represented by a family of planes intersecting in a central line, and adopt the idea that cyclic morphemes (like class I affixes) are affixed on a plane different from that of the stem, whereas non-cyclic morphemes (like class II affixes) are affixed on the same plane as the stem. In addition, we assume that in cyclic affixation, the operation of plane conflation takes place at a certain stage of the derivation.
monosyllabic adjectives and forms verbs with them. In this section, we will see some pieces of evidence for the claim that the affix en is a class I affix. 
In 3b, the class I suffix-ity cannot be attached to untechnical since un-is a class II prefix.
The prefix en-, on the other hand, can be attached to a stem containing the class I suffix-ity, as shown below, which suggests that it is also a class I affix.
(4) [[en-largeabil] -ity1] Furthermore, H&M note that class I and II affixes behave differently with respect to assimilation: The class I prefixes in-and con-are assimilated to the following stem, whereas the class II prefix un-is not, as illus- (6) Class II prefix: uNunpleasant, unbelievable, unmoved, unrestricted, unlawful The prefix en-behaves like in-and con-in this respect, as shown below, which clearly supports the claim that it is a class I prefix.
(7) enembrown empurple 3Throughout this paper, /N/ stands for the archi -segmental 'nasal'-a segment underlyingly specified only for the feature [nas].
It is different from in-, however, in that it does not appear to be assimilated to /r/ or /l/, as shown below:
This difference poses a problem we will tackle in section 4, but the assimilation exemplified in 7 seems to provide evidence for claiming that en-is a class I prefix.
2.2. THE SUFFIX-en. Let us turn to a consideration of which stratum en as a suffix belongs to.
Consider the verbs moisten and soften as examples. The suffix -en is phonetically realized as [en] , so that its underlying form seems to be ei-
If the underlying form of -en is /-VN/, there is no natural account for the deletion of the stem-final /t/ in verbs like moisten and soften: The sequences /-stVN/ and /-ftVN/ are both permissible in word-final position in English, so that there is no conceivable motivation for the deletion of /t/. Thus, on this assumption, unattested forms such as *[moysten] and *[soften] would be derived.
On the other hand, if the underlying form of -en is /-N/, the verbs are properly derived as shown in 9:
[sofVn] Insertion surface form moyson sofon After suffixation, the stem-final /t/ is deleted on the grounds that neither /-stN/ nor /-ftN/ can occur in the word-final position of English words. At the next stage, the archi-segment /N/ is converted into /n/, the unmarked realization of /N/. And finally, the independently motivated rule of Empty Vowel Insertion, formulated as in 10, applies, and the empty vowel is later realized as schwa.
(10) Empty Vowel Insertion4 (Harris 1983: 29) The advantage of this analysis is that it provides a natural account for the deletion of the stem-final /t/ in both of the above derivations. This leads us to take /-N/ rather than /-VN/ as the underlying form of the suffix -en.
Note that the rule of Empty Vowel Insertion is assigned to stratum 2 in the lexicon of English, since the rule does not apply to lexical items to which a class I affix is attached, but does apply to underived lexical items and items to which a class II affix is attached, as shown in 11:
[rioemi] c. [rhythm] [rioem] Furthermore, the application of t-Deletion must precede that of Empty Vowel Insertion; otherwise, we have no more natural motivation for the deletion of /t/ than we have when /-VN/ is assumed as the underlying form of -en. We may further argue that the deletion of /t/ in cases like moisten and soften takes place at the end of stratum 1, if /t/ is assumed to be erased by convention, whereby segments not incorporated in syllable structure are erased at the end of a derivation (in a stratum). In these cases, /t/ is not syllabified in the course of derivation and then erased at the end of that derivation, for it is the least sonorous in the sequences /-stN/ and /-ftN/, which, as mentioned above, are not permitted in English.5 Cf. Harris 1983 and Lawrence 1986. Since, as mentioned above, t-Deletion must precede Empty Vowel Insertion, which is assigned to stratum 2, it must take place at the end of stratum 1.
The above arguments lead us to conclude that the suffix -en must be a 6It seems to us that the noun lightning, which is derived from the verb lighten, serves as evidence for the claim that the suffix -en is a class I suffix. That is because in the word the derivational suffix-ing is best regarded as a class I affix. This argument is justified below. Consider first the constrast between crackling as 'pork fat' and crackling as 'small cracking sound '. Kiparsky (1983: 71) observes that the former is always pronounced as disyllabic, while the latter is optionally pronounced as trisyllabic. This contrast is completely parallel with that between hindrance and hindering, the former being abstract and disyllabic and the latter being concrete and trisyllabic. In fact, hindrance is formed at stratum 1 and hindering is formed at stratum 2. On the basis of this fact, Kiparsky argues that crackling as 'pork fat' is an unproductive stratum 1 derivative (class I derivative in his term), while crackling as 'small cracking sound' is a productive stratum 2 derivative (class II derivative in his term).
Notice here that lightning is pronounced as disyllabic. This is parallel with crackling as 'pork fat'. If Kiparsky's observation is correct, this implies that -ing in lightning is a class I suffix, which further implies that -n(=-en) in the word must be a class I suffix.
7 ( ) represents an accidental gap. (rich-en) indicates that richen is an archaic form, so that we might plausibly assume that accidentally there are no words comprising adjectives ending in /c/ and /j/ and the suffix -en in present-day English. Interestingly, most of the adjectives to which the suffix -en cannot be attached take the prefix en-, as indicated in 15, so that the distribution of these two affixes is near complementary. In the next section, we will consider the question of which is the more basic.
En IS A SUFFIX.
In this section, we will be concerned with the second question raised in 1, repeated as 16 below:
8Notice that there are suppletive forms for some of the lacking forms. Consider the cases in (i). *longen, *strongen, and *highen are all prohibited by the constraints in 14. In these cases, the verb is formed not through the prefixation of -en to its corresponding adjectives but through the suffixation to its corresponding noun.
(i) a. long: lengthen *longen b. strong: strengthen *strongen c. high: heighten *highen (16) Is en basically a prefix or a suffix? We will argue that en is basically a suffix.
The clue that can help us to answer question 16 lies in the fact that the distribution of the prefix en-and the suffix -en is near complementary. To capture this fact, a movement analysis suggests itself. Under such an analysis, en would be suffixed to an adjective but when this concatenation is not permitted, the suffix would be moved to word-initial position where it is phonologically realized. This analysis is untenable, however: It cannot account for such examples as 17, where the prefix and the suffix en's are attached to an adjective.
(17) embolden enlighten Suppose, then, that the suffix -en is copied to word-initial position by the existence of cases like 17. It also accounts for the existence of cases like embrown, where the word-final -en is erased after the application of and the suffix -en is not permitted.
If en is assumed to be basically a prefix, the peculiar behavior of en cannot be accounted for even in a copying analysis. This is because there is little motivation for copying the prefix en-to word-final position. Note that the copying of the suffix -en to word-initial position is mainly due to the fact that the concatenation of an adjective and en is not permitted. haves like a class I affix, with /N/ assimilating to following labial consonants, but en-is unlike class I affixes in not assimilating to liquids. In adopting the position that en is a class I affix, we are left with the non-assimilation of en-to /r/ and /l/ to explain. It will be shown below that a copying analysis, in addition to explaining the near complementary distribution of prefix en-and suffix -en, and bringing en-forms into line with the RHR, provides an explanation for the non-assimilation of en-to liquids with no language specific stipulation. Let us first take a close look at the processes involved in the regular stratum 1 assimilation seen in inillustrated in 19.
(19) a. irregular b. informal c. improper 19a is representative of the case where /N/ appears to assimilate completely to the adjacent [+son, -nas] consonant. 19b represents the case where there is no assimilation, and /N/ is realized as the unmarked nasal /n/. This is the case where the adjacent consonant is [-son, +cont] . In 19c we see assimilation of /N/ to a nasal with the same place of articulation as the adjacent consonant which may be [+nas] or [-son, -cont] . This disjunction of features is necessary to exclude /l/ ([+son, -cont] ) from the structural description of the rule effecting 19c. However, if we assume that the three processes which are seen in 19 are ordered, with that responsible for 19a coming first, the environmental description of 19c is simplified to [-cont] . This allows us to simplify the environment in 19a to [+son] , and that of 19b to [+cont] . We now have the processes in 20 which apply in the order given.
(20 [+nas] is given unmarked specification as for place of articulation 21a has the effect of assimilating the /N/ of in-(and con-) to the following liquid or nasal. When the sonorant is a liquid, the [+nas] appears to become [-nas], a feature changing process which sets 21a aside from 21b and 21c which are structure building. We further propose that the phonological rule which is responsible for 21a is roughly 22.
domain: stratum 1
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1986: 13-4) assume a position where redundancy rules (of which 21c is an example) apply in the latest possible stratum but as early as possible within that stratum. Class II un-must have its consonant specified as to place of articulation in order to account for its non-assimilation, and this consideration places 21c early in stratum 2.
We shall see in the analysis to be presented here that 21b must apply after stratum 1 plane conflation or it will be prevented from applying to en-(/N/) for the same reasons which prevent 21a from applying. 21b cannot apply at stratum 2 however, or we should expect to see incorrect forms such as *umbelievable. It must therefore apply at stratum 1 but after plane conflation. This conclusion suggests that plane conflation may not only be an automatic process which takes place with the transfer of forms from one stratum to the next, but may take place at strategic places within a stratum, perhaps between blocks of structure-changing rules, which are constrained by the Strict Cyclicity Condition, and structure-building rules, which are not so constrained and therefore require no reference to multiple plane structure. Another possibility which does not require ordering 21b after plane conflation is available if cyclic affixation produces structures of the type in 23, and structure-changing processes act on the stem and the upper plane of the affix, in contrast to structure-building processes which act on the contiguous lower planes.
(23)
X-X-X-X-X-X- work (McCarthy 1986 , Hayes 1986 , and many others).
(24) Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited. (McCarthy 1986: 208) Another universal principle which we shall utilize is the following principle which prevents any process from applying to part of multiply associated (geminated) material.
(25) Any unit in the melodic core which is shared between several skeleton positions should be inaccessible to rules whose structural descriptions are met by only one of the linked matrices. (Steriade 1982: 60) 
